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It is the successor to the 02 Series and has been produced in seven different generations. The
M version of the 3 series, M3 , debuted with the E30 M3 in At launch, all models used
carburetted 4-cylinder engines; however, fuel-injected models were introduced in late and
6-cylinder engines were added in A cabriolet body style â€” manufactured by Baur â€” was
available from to On introduction in , the E30 was produced solely in the 2-door sedan body
style. Four-door sedan models were introduced in , convertibles were introduced in and estate
"Touring" models were introduced in The E30 was the first 3 Series to be available in wagon and
4-door sedan body styles. It was also the first 3 Series to offer a diesel engine, and all-wheel
drive was introduced to the 3 Series range with the iX model. The E36 was the first 3 Series to
be offered in a hatchback body style. It was also the first 3 Series to be available with a 6-speed
manual transmission in the M3 , a 5-speed automatic transmission and a four-cylinder diesel
engine. The multi-link rear suspension was also a significant upgrade compared with previous
generations of the 3 Series. The E36 was named in Car and Driver magazine's 10Best list for
every year it was on sale. The M3 model is powered by the S50 and S52 straight-six engines. It
was sold in coupe, sedan and convertible body styles. The E46 generation introduced various
electronic features to the 3 Series, including satellite navigation, electronic brake-force
distribution, rain-sensing wipers and LED tail-lights. Due to the separate model codes for each
body style, the term "E9X" is sometimes used to describe this generation of the 3 Series. In , the
i became the first 3 Series model to be sold with a turbocharged petrol engine. The E90 also saw
the introduction of run-flat tires to the 3 Series range. Consequently, cars with run-flats are not
equipped with a spare tire. It was released in and was produced in sedan, coupe and cabriolet
body styles. A long wheelbase sedan is also available in China. A new body style was
introduced into the 3 Series range: the 3 Series Gran Turismo , a long-wheelbase hatchback. In ,
a plug-in hybrid drivetrain was first used in the 3 Series, in the e model. The M3 version
designated F80, the first time an M3 has used a separate model designation was released in and
is powered by the S55 twin-turbo straight-6 engine. Production ended in with the end of F31
Touring production in June. The official images of the vehicle were revealed a day prior to its
unveiling. The seventh generation of the 3 Series is also offered as a station wagon. It's been
announced that the M3 will come back for the model year, codenamed G80 from the 7th
generation 3 Series G The 3 Series has been on Car and Driver magazine's annual 10Best list 22
times, from through , making it the longest running entry in the list. From Wikipedia, the free
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sedans. Sports car. Z4 E The E92 i was the first 3 Series model produced with a turbocharged
petrol engine. Cars with run-flats are not equipped with a spare tyre. Introduced in , [2] it uses
the BMW S65 naturally aspirated V8 engine and was produced in sedan, coupe and convertible
body styles. The design for the fifth generation 3 Series was frozen in mid, approximately 30
months before the start of production. The range was introduced in March for MY with the
sedan and wagon body styles. Production of the E90 concluded after the model year,
succeeded by the F30 for Trim levels typically were similar to the E90 sedan, however the M3
wasn't produced in the wagon body style. Several markets outside Europe only offered a small
subset of models in the wagon body style. In the United States and Canada, the only wagon
model available prior to was the xi, [13] and then the i and xi from onwards. These include the
tail-light design L-shaped on the coupe , more steeply angled headlights and smaller side
windows. For later generations, these body styles are marketed as the 4 Series. The E93
convertible was BMW's first model to use a retractable hardtop folding metal roof , instead of
the cloth roof as previously used. The E93 was one of first retractable hardtops in its price
range. The E93's side windows are 30 percent larger than its E46 convertible predecessor,
resulting in a 38 percent increase in visibility. Official specifications are as follows: [22]. At the
front, MacPherson struts with an aluminum hub carrier and aluminum dual lower links forming a
virtual pivot point are used. This design was previously used on all 5, 7 and 8 series BMW
models. The rear suspension is a 5-link Multi-link suspension , with fabricated steel subframe,
fabricated steel control arms, and cast iron carrier. There have been 49 original wheel styles
produced for this model. Optional features some of which are standard on higher models
include Xenon headlamps, automatic climate control, parking sensors , power-adjustable seats,

satellite navigation, glass sunroof, heated front seats, Bluetooth and USB audio input. Optional
equipment could be ordered individually or combined into packages. Optional interior colours,
known as BMW Individual, were also available at extra cost. The contents of the 'Premium
Package' varies according to model year and market. The B3 was powered by turbocharged
6-cylinder petrol engine and the D3 was powered by a turbocharged 4-cylinder diesel engine. Its
position in the model lineup was between the regular i and the M3, and approximately 4, units
were produced. The is uses a higher performance version of the N54 engine, which increases
boost from 8. Transmission options were a 7-speed double clutch transmission DCT with
launch control or a 6-speed manual transmission. The manual transmission has an upgraded
clutch compared to the regular i. Other changes compared to the i include stiffer engine
mounts, a higher-flow exhaust system, an upgraded cooling system, a different steering wheel,
sport seats and "is" badging on dash and in the instrument cluster. In September , the facelift
LCI versions of the sedan and wagon were released for the model year. Styling changes
included front and rear bumpers, wing mirrors, headlights, taillights, boot lid, wider kidney
grilles and revised crease lines for the bonnet. The new xDrive models received xDrive badges
on the bumper and both the right and left sides right below the side marker lamps. For the
interior, crash-activated head restraints were added to the front seats, the optional
"Professional" navigation system was updated, iDrive was updated and the resolution of the
display was increased. For the model year, [47] the Sport, Lifestyle and Exclusive Edition were
introduced for sedan and wagon models. The d wagon model was added, as was the d
EfficientDynamics Edition sedan. Mechanical changes included compliance with the EU5
emission standard, EU6 emission compliance optional for the d and d models, power increases
for the d, d, d and d models, the N54 engine in the i being replaced by N55 engine, and
additional features for BMW ConnectedDrive. The Euro NCAP noted the poor pedestrian
protection awarding 4 points out of 36, reporting the 3 Series was "very disappointing" in this
measure. The 3 Series received "Good" marks in all six of the frontal crash test categories, [50]
and "Good" marks in six of the nine categories in the side impact test. The convertible is rated
"Marginal" in side impacts, [52] making the 3 Series convertible the lowest rated vehicle
currently sold in its class in IIHS tests. In November , BMW recalled , 3 Series cars from model
years â€”11 with climate control system electronic components at risk of overheating, due to a
faulty blower motor. In , Norbert Reithofer and Development Chief Burkhard Goeschel started an
initiative to halve the time it took to reach full production of the next generation 3 Series from
six months to three. First marketed in March , the car quickly became BMW Group's best-selling
car worldwide, and by the end of the year , vehicles had been delivered. The E90 marked the
15th consecutive year that the 3 Series was named on Car and Driver's 10Best. Units sold
according to BMW's annual reports: [74]. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle.
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around since and had launched the sixth generation BMW 3 Series in May of Originally
appeared in the sporting compact segment, the line-up was produced to replace the legendary
BMW Coupe. Today, the 3 Series is one of the most popular models that the brand offers. The 3
Series came to the U. The agile 2. The E21 was paired with a 4-speed manual transmission and
has a top speed of MPH. The first i US production model year ran from to A variant model of the
BMW i fitted with a 1. The E21 1. The iS E21 was rated at the same horsepower as the i E21 at
HP, but it was fitted with an upgraded 5-speed overdrive manual transmission. The new sports
sedan was an instant hit. By , worldwide sales of the first generation 3 Series include the BMW ,
, , i had reached an astounding 1. From to U. The first to be brought on stage was the BMW i. It
was equipped with a small 1. Although ticketed at double the price of its predecessor i, the
newly released BMW i came in with the same 2-door body style and similar cosmetic setup as
the outgoing model. The price increase had reasonable justification, and it came from the
aerodynamically tweaked constructions and the significant emphasis on body strength.
Immediate to follow was the release of the BMW e. This model was a bigger and bolder
statement piece. Featured the same inline 6-cylinder as the e, the 2. In , the 2-door model
received a 4-door Sedan variant and was upgraded to the four-speed transmission. In addition,
a 2-door es sports version of the e with antilock four-wheel disc brakes and prominent front
spoiler emerged as the i slowly phased out of the line-up. The model was equipped with HP, lb-ft
of torque, and it went from 0 to 60 mph in 7. During â€” U. It started off by making the 4-door
saloon its flagship body type. Then, the 3 Series made several important changes which paved
the road for its future generations. The third generation featured the 3. Its output was increased
to HP and went from 0 to 60 mph in just under 6. The 4-door Sedan was released in the U. There
was much effort made to the design and technology improvement for the BMW E One
distinctive upgrade made to the chassis of the E36 was the replacement of the semi-trailing arm
suspension by the Z-axle rear suspension with the multilink system. The new technology
enabled better tire traction and improved handling on rough roads to achieve smoother rides.
By this time, the 3 Series had become a well-received popular model in the United States and
worldwide. Physically, the BMW E46 had a subtle increase in body size, taking the
measurements to inches in length 1. The 2. The new inline-6 engines utilized lighter aluminum
block to achieve a reduction in unsprung weight. In the next two years, both the BMW and
engines received power upgrades except for the wagon model. In , the 2. The i, on the other
hand, swapped out its engine with a bigger 3. In addition, the all-wheel-drive xDrive option was
brought back to the 4-door Sedan and the Wagon versions to create the xi and the xi
respectively. In , by the end of the BMW E46 era, the 3 Series had already received a facelift with
a redesigned front and brand-new tail lights. Significant cosmetic and mechanical changes were
done to improve the design and performance of the fifth generation 3 Series. The longer
wheelbase 1. Then there was the power boost. Both the i and the i were upgraded to the new 3.
New technologies such as the iDrive system and Active Steering were also introduced to make
the driving experience even more exceptional. The retractable hardtop was a breakthrough with
its seamless operations and the sporty design. The hardtop convertible pulled HP with lb-ft of
torque and went from 0 to 60 mph in just around 5 seconds. Both models were retired and
replaced by the novel i and i. The BMW i featured a 3. The new 3 Series was available in Sedan,
Coupe, and Convertible forms, with xDrive options offered to the Sedan and the Coupe
versions. In , the 4-cylinder and 6-cylinder TwinPower Turbo engines were made available in the
i and i respectively. This finalized the chapter for the fifth generation of the BMW 3 Series. We
were looking at a lengthier body 3. The overall profile was enlarged to create more interior room
for added comfort. In addition, the widened door-opening angles and a liter increase in the trunk
space also contributed to the overall capacious impression. The new lineup was rated at HP and
reached 0 to 60 mph in 5. The slightly reduced horsepower brought about the benefit of weight
reduction and fuel efficiency. Even the upgraded interior gave off the look and feel of a
premium, classic BMW Sedan. Furthermore, the affordability of the 3 Series was by no means a
sacrifice to the quality or the upscale comfort. Its compact yet efficient dimensions are the
perfect demonstrations for supreme handling, agility, convenience, and efficiency. Today, from
its aerodynamic exteriors to the innovative technologies, the new 3 Series continues to lead the
Sedan Segment with its new technology and achievement. See our complete guide on the BMW
3 Series. At its sixth generation, the iconic model has evolved and transformed. The prevalent
4-door Sedan became the classic representation of the well-received BMW 3 Series model type.
We are excited to see what is in store for this classic BMW model in the new generations to
come. Also see our complete guide to the BMW M3 history and evolution. There are some who
claim that you haven't truly Read More. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the
website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic
functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal

information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and
is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents
are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. The BMW i E21 2. The BMW i E21 1. The BMW i E30 Although
ticketed at double the price of its predecessor i, the newly released BMW i came in with the
same 2-door body style and similar cosmetic setup as the outgoing model. What is BMW
Alpina? Maintenance Z4. Maintenance M. We use cookies on our website to give you the most
relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. Manage consent. Close
Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate
through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on
your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We
also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website.
These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option
to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing
experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. The car is amazing condition. It was very good deal
with financing. Professional employees. Thank you. Nice salesperson. Got to look at and sit
inside of the truck. Couldn't test drive it tho. Still thinking about it. My experience was
great,Jonathan was down to earth, patient and professional. I highly recommend them. I called
about the car multiple times, set an appointment, confirmed the location and drove nearly three
hours to find out the car is still being shipped. Waited over an hour for them to figure all this
information out. I've never dealt with a dealership so dishonest with their approach to selling
vehicles. A few things to keep in mind, this dealer has the following fees 1, Dealer fee
documentation fee 1, Vichicle equipment fee From what the sales rep told me these fees are non
negotiable. Tony made this car buying experience as easy as possible! He was able to get me
the best deal and every bell and whistle i wanted for my dream car during these challenging
times in the world. Communication is very important to me and he kept an a awesome open line
of communication though out the entire process! Amazing dealership, very friendly. I got my kia
optima for with 16k milage. There is no price all around world. Thank you Tony. Cody Bowman
Bobby my Salesman responded quickly and was a great help! The person I dealt with was very
helpful and answered all my questions plus madegood suggestions. Inwould use them again.
Bigger but lighter? Those sound like dimensions we can get behind. The 3 Series has stood at
the forefront of what a sports sedan should be since its debut more than 3 decades ago. Making
changes to such a perfect recipe while still maintaining the flavor that made it perfect is a
challenge. Wavering here and there along the way, BMW has managed just that and heads into a
new generation with every indication the march will continue. But subtle changes can mean big
differences. The sedan got the treatment first, with additional aluminium suspension
components that allowed for a stretch along the wheelbase while still not adding any additional
weight. The new turbo 4-cylinder is an improvement over the old inline 6 in every objective
category, with direct injection, faster Valvetronic timing and lift, and forced induction. It all adds
up to more power and less weight than the old motor with 10 more horses and 60 more lb-ft of
torque that show up 1, rpm earlier. Give people time to get used to it, or for the system to go
haywire and be abandoned. Unfortunately electric steering is another of those efforts, and the
system is not on par with the legendary feel of the old hydro setup. Luxury, Modern, Sport and
M-Sport are dolled-up individually, with Sport getting you additional black exterior trim, leather
or leatherette with red piping and stitching, a black headliner with red interior accent trim and a
suspension lowered by 10mm. Luxury goes for inlaid wood and chrome with a unique seam
pattern and contrast stitching for the leather upholstery. All improvements, but not all an
improvement. That 1 Series is looking better and better. We'll help you find great deals among
the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer
reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to
find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old
ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your
search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain,
color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner,
recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to
All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus
User. Private Seller: General Auto. Tomball, TX Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Private Seller:
Heidi. York, NY Message Seller. Private Seller: Jason. Sherwood, WI Message Seller. Read more.
Why Use CarGurus? While the BMW 3 Series sedan was all-new for , the 3 Series coupe,
convertible, and M3 carry over from the previous generation for The 3 Series sedan is available
with a turbocharged 2. A six-speed manual or eight-speed auto as well as rear- or

all-wheel-drive is available on all non-hybrid engines. A new base model joins the sedan lineup
in the i and i xDrive sedans are powered by a version of the turbocharged 2. The hp, lb-ft
turbocharged 2. The ActiveHybrid3 is powered by a turbocharged 3. As a carryover model from
the last generation, the 3 Series coupe and convertible are powered by a naturally aspirated 3.
Coupe models are available in rear- or all-wheel-drive, while the convertible model is rear-drive
only. The rear-drive M3 coupe and convertible are also carryover models and are powered by a
naturally aspirated hp, lb-ft 4. Next year, redesigned two-door 3 Series and M3 models become 4
Series and M4 coupes and convertibles. In a comparison test against the Cadillac ATS Turbo ,
the BMW i sedan won the "comparison by the skin of its teeth" to "keep its segment crown" due
to the Caddy's unsorted shifter and suspension tuning. We concluded that the BMW was
"expensive, though the underrated engine does give you loads of power. Damping rates too soft
for a car with so much grunt. We summed up its win saying, "The oldest car here, but like a
good red wine, it's getting better with age. Driver-focused powertrain and chassis make it a
scalpel among sledgehammers. The previous-generation 3 Series coupe and convertible and M3
carryover for , but will be replaced with the 4 Series coupe and convertible and M4 on the new
chassis in A new entry-level i sedan with a hp turbo 2. The ActiveHybrid 3 with the turbo 3.
Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:? The actual transaction price
depends on many variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills, so this figure is an
approximation. See All Specs. Powerful turbocharged engines Sedan has lots of rear legroom
Lots of available configurations. Expand All Vehicle Overview. BMW sets the bar way up in the
stratosphere. All Model Years Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Best of
all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this
price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details.
Some restrictions apply. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply
these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease.
Autobyzack Inc is honored to present a wonderful example of pure vehicle design The less
money you spend at the pump, the more money you'll have to spend on you. So why not
consider this wonderfully styled, fuel-efficient BMW 3 Series. The quintessential BMW -- This
BMW 3 Series i speaks volumes about its owner, about uncompromising individuality, a passion
for driving and standards far above the ordinary. More information about the BMW 3 Series: The
BMW 3-Series is a family of sporty sedans, wagons, coupes, and convertibles--all sized at what
would be considered a compact car in the U. Across its entire lineup, the 3-Series models stand
out for being athletic, responsive and fun to drive--as well as more fuel-efficient than most other
alternatives. Also, last year's redesign brought more back-seat space and cargo space to
sedans, as well as a more sophisticated, isolated ride. M3 models, meanwhile, continue to be
one of the most practical high-performance cars on the market. This model sets itself apart with
A wide variety of options, compact size and maneuverability, practicality and comfort, long list
of appearance packages and trims, athletic driving feel, fuel efficiency, and high-tech options.
Because you desire the finer things in life, our BMW 3 Series i Sedan steps out in style in Alpine
White as the definitive life changer. Powered by a TurboCharged 2. This Rear Wheel Drive jets to
60mph in under 6 seconds and attains near 34mpg on the highway with unparalleled in its
superb blend of handling, braking, mileage, and style. Our 3 Series continues to be the
benchmark in its class and has been crafted to please even the most discerning driving
enthusiasts with distinctive alloy wheels, and automatic headlights accent the exterior, while
the interior accommodations are upscale in every way. Sleek and sophisticated German
engineering is evident in every detail of the i Sedan. An auto-dimming rearview mirror,
eight-way power adjustable heated front seats, and driver memory functions are just a few of
the amenities that will pamper you. An iDrive electronics interface with a central display,
Bluetooth, and a fantastic sound system allow you to safely connect and to listen to whatever
music suits your mood as you travel in this well-engineered machine. You'll have peace of mind
knowing that this BMW 3 Series offers anti-lock brakes, traction and stability control, and
airbags have been meticulously designed to keep you safe from harm. Often imitated, never
duplicated; our i Sedan is the only luxury sport sedan that will fulfill your every desire. Print this
page and call us Now We have you covered! Known as the 'King of Credit', we are able to
finance any customer who is interested in purchasing from CarWorld. We help customers like
no other dealership! We discount prices, never quality! And remember, if we can't do it, nobody
can! Don't wait until ticket prices go up! Powered by a proven 3. This Rear Wheel Drive
Convertible boasts exceptional acceleration and handling plus shows off near 28mpg on the
highway allowing for some top-down driving with the wind blowing through your hair and the
sunshine on your face. Adaptive xenon headlights and unique inch alloy wheels accentuate the
stunning exterior. Thoughtfully crafted, the i interior features innovative leather seating that
stays cool even on scorching hot days and generous trunk space even when the top is down. In

typical BMW fashion, amenities abound with a trip computer, Bluetooth connectivity, iDrive
electronics interface, and a premium sound system that will have you singing along to your
favorite songs while enjoying this exhilarating ride. Safety surrounds you in our BMW with ABS,
traction and stability control, rollover protection, and front-seat side airbags that extend up to
head level. Once again, the BMW engineers have crafted a piece of automotive art with this 3
Series that you've got to see to believe. Will you negotiate? We've found that every single
customer wants our bottom-line best price up front. Imagine going to a dealership and telling
them "don't tell me your best price, instead, keep going back and forth to your manager and
waste as much of my time as possible, until we finally find your best price, and then try to guilt
me into buying because you spent so much time with me". If that's actually what you want, you
may need help. We put our bottom line lowest price on every pre-owned vehicle and then let you
decide if, and when you want to buy it. We are excited to offer this BMW 3 Series. This low
mileage BMW 3 Series has barely been touched. It's the next best thing to buying new. The
BMW exterior is finished in a breathtaking Titanium Silver Metallic, while being complemented
by such a gorgeous Black interior. This color combination is stunning and absolutely beautiful!
Strengths of this model include A wide variety of options, compact size and maneuverability,
practicality and comfort, long list of appearance packages and trims, athletic driving feel, fuel
efficiency, and high-tech options We look forward to seeing you soon! Please call us for more
information. Wholesale Prices Available to Public now! Lowest Prices in the Market All our
vehicles smoged, safety and available for buyer's mechanic inspection. We have financing
available for all our vehicles, we have more banks with the best rates available for everyone. We
provide Carfax history reports for all our vehicles. Promotions- Offers are limited time only.
Check the expiration dates prior to purchase. To ensure your complete satisfaction, We strongly
advise, as it is your responsibility to verify with the dealer that all the details listed, including
complete vehicle specification and price are accurate. Please call or email. Financing- We
finance anyone O. On approved down payment. Rates as low as 3. Please call now to reserve
your test drive appointment!! Please contact seller first for vehicle availability. Value Priced
below the market average! Based on the excellent condition of this vehicle, along with the
options and color, this BMW 3 Series is sure to sell fast. Fully loaded and much more!
Horsepower calculations based on trim engine configuration. Fuel economy calculations based
on original manufacturer data for trim engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the
included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. This Dealership checks the vehicle recall
status prior to making any pre-owned vehicle available for sale. It has been well maintained and
well taken care of, fully serviced and ready to go. One of the nicest vehicles you will find, Priced
to Sell!!! This car is so clean and sturdy - you'll feel like it is brand new. This vehicle won't last
long, take it home today!!! Don't wait no more, stop by and check it out - you can't lose on this
deal. You will be happy! Edmund's expert review. For additional vehicle information and to
schedule a test drive,please ask to our sales department at Why people buy from us? Like your
vehicle or exchange it! Call now or visit our website: Our finance department is dedicated to
finding the best possible rates and terms for you. Please, write down what you need to bring in
so you can take immediate delivery of the vehicle you selected: Driver license, Two recent pay
stubs, References, Phone or utility bill in customer name , Title for your trade. Thanks for
visiting ACenterstore. Vehicle information is based on standard equipment and may vary from
vehicle to vehicle. Call or email for complete vehicle specific information. This offer is not
redeemable for cash and may not be combined with any other. We have the most professional
and courteous sales staff in North Carolina. This BMW looks and runs great! Call Beyond
Motoros to schedule your test drive. More Photos: Excellent Credit? As Low As 4. Open
Bankruptcy is OK. Your job is to pick your car and let us handle the rest! Beyond Motors
provides high quality vehicles at the lowest prices guaranteed! All of our cars go through
precise diagnostic in our in-house Service Center to ensure that they are in perfect driving
condition inside-out before our valuable clients drive away! We also offer a variety of warranties
at very competitive prices for your peace of mind. Please, stop by and experience a different
used car buying experience. It has a 6 Cylinder engine. Flaunting a sharp black exterior and a
cream beige interior, this car is a sight to see from the inside out. Call today and schedule a test
drive! Looking for a luxury vehicle We offer you the best quality at the lowest prices â€”
wholesale prices You have stumbled upon the right placeâ€¦Please print this add and call to
schedule an appointment. Financing available with rates as low as 2. We have a knowledgeable
and committed sales staff with many years of experience our customers are our top priority and
your complete satisfaction is guaranteed. Please visit us and take you dream vehicle for a test
driveâ€¦ Always remember we here to help you to get the best deal out there. Inventory is
subject to prior sale and prices are subject to change without notice and cannot be combined
with any other offer s. Online prices are special offers, must bring in ad to redeem. Service

Contracts are available to protect your investment and have a peace of mind. All deals are
subject to primary lenders approved. All pre-owned vehicles are sold cosmetically as is. Price s
include s all costs to be paid by a consumer. Dealer will not be liable for any inaccuracies,
claims or losses of any nature. Furthermore, inventory is subject to prior sale and prices are
subject to change without notice. Cannot be combined with any other offer s. Internet pricing
posted on this website is only available to those customers who reference such pricing at time
of sale. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to
show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show
local listings. Year s. Engine Type Gas 4, Hybrid Diesel Cylinders 4 cylinders 4, 6 cylinders Fuel
Economy. Electric Range 20 mi 30 mi. Electric Range. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added
listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Check Availability. Price Drop. Showing
1 - 18 out of 8, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I was a previous 3 series owner, xi. The
straight 6 cylinder does sound different, the 2. The felt more solid to me and I actually liked the
hydraulic steering. My wife tells me she hated my old car and loves my new car. Go figure. If
you are a new BMW owner I think you will like the car, the power and technology. There are
three driving modes, Eco, Normal and Sport. You will take off like a rocket ship in Sport Mode, I
think it might be too much throttle for the weight of the car. Eco is actually not too bad and you
save some milage which is always good. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. A majority of all used
US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
93 yukon 2 door
03 silverado hd hood
2nd gen mazda 3
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

